Land-cover reconstructions in the monsoon affected tropical world: Pollen modeling approach and data synthesis
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This workshop, supported by PAGES and organized under the umbrella of the Golden Jubilee of the Laboratory of Palynology, French Institute of Pondicherry (IFP), was attended by over fifty participants from India and abroad (Sri Lanka, Australia, Sweden, Estonia and France). There was a good mix of participants from different fields (Earth science, ecology, paleoecology, history and archeology) with adequate representation of data producers and modelers. Compiled abstracts of talks, posters and presentations are available at the IFP website (see URL’s in supplementary material www.pages-igbp.org/products/newletters/ref2011_2.html).

The need for quantifying land cover and land use, and reconstructing climate change in the tropics is well known. Very little has emerged so far in terms of a multidisciplinary synthesis, although much work has been done over the years in South Asia, specifically in the Indian subcontinent. To address this gap and initiate such synthesis, with India and Sri Lanka as a starting point, the workshop aimed to:

i) Bring together paleoecologists, archeologists, historians and ecologists in order to provide a multidisciplinary background

ii) Introduce the novel methodologies applied today to reconstruct past land cover from pollen data in Europe (the NordForsk POLLANDCAL and LANDCLIM networks, e.g., Gaillard et al., 2008, 2010) to the Indian scientific community

iii) Achieve a synthesis of relevant historical and archeological data.

After introductory talks on PAGES Focus 4 (Past Human-Climate-Ecosystem Interactions), the LANDCLIM project in Europe and Sugita’s Landscape Reconstruction Algorithm (LRA) (Sugita, 2007 a, b), lectures focused on Holocene time chronologies and vegetation history, modern forest ecosystems and the history of human settlements, providing an overview of the Peninsular India background. This was followed by a session on models and methods in pollen-based Holocene vegetation and land-cover reconstruction. Both theoretical and practical aspects were explained, emphasizing the need for pollen productivity estimates. This session concluded
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The need for quantifying land cover and land use, and reconstructing climate reconstructions. Each of the keynote addresses was followed by an active group discussion about how “best-practice” techniques in these adjacent fields could be applied and adapted to varved sediment records. Presentations by the participants were organized thematically and interspersed with the four keynote addresses.

Several plenary discussion sessions were undertaken on the last day of the workshop to address practical issues, such as how to structure the metadatabase of known varved records, and to provide recommendations for the publication of varved records including the publication of raw data, a full set of images of the entire record, and error estimates. Moreover, it was decided to implement a database of papers dealing with varved sediments, and a metadatabase of varved records on the PAGES website. It was also agreed to produce two group publications, one on protocols and a review about the fidelity of sediment varve chronologies.

A third workshop of the VWG will be held in the Eifel region of Germany, 21-23 March, 2012, focusing mainly on the calibration of varved records for climate reconstructions.
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with a presentation on the first quantitative pollen-inferred Holocene land-cover in northwestern Europe achieved within the Swedish LANDCLIM project (Gaillard et al., 2010). Lectures on the second day included an introduction to dynamic vegetation models, tools for spatial analyses, and studies in other regions (tropical Africa and Australasia). The third day comprised of invited talks on the dry evergreen forests of southern India and on the online Historical Atlas of south India (http://www.ifpindia.org/hatlas/). Palynological and multiple proxy studies in southern India, Sri Lanka and Borneo were presented during several lecture and poster sessions (Fig. 1).

As a concrete result of the workshop, three geographical regions of focus on the Indian subcontinent and their respective regional coordinators were identified, (1) Western Himalayas, (2) Eastern Himalayas, and (3) Peninsular India with Sri Lanka. These regions will each move forward in developing the following research themes (with their respective thematic coordinators): A) Indian pollen database (to be housed at the IFP) and application of the biomization approach. B) Pollen productivity estimates and landscape reconstruction algorithm application.
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C) Archeology and paleoecology (syntheses and databases). Given the diversity of Indian archeology, an investigation into the long-term trends in the environmental context of human adaptation is essential. Starting with collecting all available, environmental proxies from archeological and historical contexts, the plan is to select sites/areas to carry out new case studies with standardized methods to answer specific questions through the establishment of multi-disciplinary research groups.

For the names of regional and thematic coordinators, please see the supplementary material (http://www.pages-igbp.org/products/newsletters/ref2011_2.pdf) or contact the first author of this report. The research stemming from the above mentioned aims will contribute to the PAGES Focus 4 PHAROS themes of Regional Integration and Land-cover and Use.

A post-workshop excursion to a 30 year afforestation effort of the Sri Aurobindo International Centre of Education, aptly illustrated land-cover changes and positive aspects of human intervention through restoration ecology.
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Over the last decade, X-ray fluorescence (XRF) core scanning has become an established method for non-destructive and fast acquisition of sediment compositions (i.e., element count rates) directly at the surface of split cores. State-of-the-art core scanners can measure element intensities at sub-millimeter resolution that allow detailed recording of compositional variations in finely laminated and even varved sediments. Core-scanning data are widely applied to paleoceanographic and paleoclimate reconstructions on timescales ranging from seasonal to millions of years. New developments in data processing and calibration techniques have increased the need to exchange experiences among users at various laboratories equipped